
Exam Integrity and 
Authentication
Streamlined to Make 
Exam Day More Secure

Protecting the integrity of your assessments is paramount. ExamID is the exam integrity and student 

authentication software that can help prevent exam-taker impersonation and create a secure and streamlined 

check-in process. With multiple identification methods, ExamID can help your institution set up and deliver 

secure exams — anywhere at any time.

Detect attempted impersonation 

and provide documented evidence 

of exam-taker impersonation to 

faculty and administration.

Two-Step Authentication
ExamID uses a two-step authentication process —  

username/password and facial identification analysis — 

minimizing the opportunity for exam-taker impersonation. 

Streamline Large-Scale Exams
ExamID removes the process of student check-in 

traditionally required to verify student identification for 

large-scale exams, while simultaneously reducing the 

possibility for human error.

Deliver remote or large-scale 

assessments without the cost 

of manual ID verification or 

sacrificing exam integrity.

Allow students to complete 

remote assessments without 

having to coordinate with 

a faculty member who can 

personally verify their identity.



How It Works:

1. Exam-takers establish a “baseline” of authentication the

first time they log into their exam software.

2. For each subsequent assessment, exam-takers will be

verified against their username/password and facial

identification analysis via their device’s webcam.

3. Exam-takers who do not pass identification verification will

still be able to proceed with their assessments; however,

failed authentications are flagged in the system. Exam

administrators will later review ExamID files for verification.

4. An additional layer of security can be included through

ExamMonitor, which provides proctoring services via

webcam throughout the assessment.

Exam Control

Flag assessments for

ID verification

Access

All students can begin 

exams even if there is an 

anomaly in the ID process

Accommodation

Disable ID verification for

individual students

ExamID + ExamMonitor = End-to-End Remote 
Exam Security

ExamMonitor is the A.I.-driven remote proctoring solution 

that continuously observes exam-takers with video and audio 

throughout the exam, enabling an alternative to in-person 

proctoring and providing confidence in the integrity of  

all your exams.

Accountability

Review failed authentications 

and make determinations on 

academic dishonesty
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ExamSoft is the digital assessment platform that helps institutions achieve 
higher levels of course, program, and student success. With an intuitive 
testing application, ExamSoft makes it simple to create, administer, and 
grade exams, and generate detailed performance reports from the 
results — all to provide educators with a complete and accurate view  
of student learning.

http://www.examsoft.com

